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Douglas Turner Ward
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(Meet The Cast in the O'Dea room after the performance.)
A SATIRICAL BLACK COMEDY

SCENE: Small Southern town
TIME: A day in 1948

Directed By .......... Vicky Walker
Assisted By .......... Harold Rutherford
Make-Up .............. Carl Scruggs
                    Harold Rutherford
                    Debbi McQueen
                    Vicky Walker
Lighting ............. Bob Howard & Co.
Design ............... Lonell Richardson
                    Larry Storey
Publicity ........... Carl Scruggs
Program .............. Carl Scruggs
The proceeds of this play will go towards scholarships for minority students at John Carroll University.
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Clem..................Jerome Layton
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Supervisor........Pauline Tarver
Mayor................Robert Patterson
Jackson..............Luis Ortiz
1st Citizen........Ralph Robinson
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Industry Man..........Doug Primus
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Club Woman........Linda Jones
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Clan................Harold Rutherford
Mrs. Aide........Vernita Brooks
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Brushman............Ralph Robinson
Rastus........Myron Scruggs
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